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“What a spectacular event this is!” 
Cindy Novotny, Master Connection Associates

“The end all be all of wedding summits. 
engage! is literally a feast of perfection!” 
Abby Larson, Style Me Pretty

“engage! gathers the ‘best of the best’ in the wedding 

industry to create an exhilarating learning experience 

with an emphasis on luxury related topics. There isn’t 

anything else like it in the industry.”   

Siri Eklund, Two Bright Lights

“engage! has absolutely everything to do with its name. 

The sole purpose of this conference is to build solid, 

lasting relationships with wedding industry professionals 

from around the world.” 

Eliesa Johnson, photojen inc.

“I attend engage! to help me see weddings 
differently, hone my ability to connect with 
new vendors around the globe, and spread 
my wings.” 
 Jasmine Star, Jasmine Star Photography

“I am literally speechless trying to sum up the 

experience that was engage!. Looking back over all of 

the photos of what literally felt like magic. I am blown 

away by the memory of it all.” 

Kerrie Underhill, Platinum Events by Kerrie

“engage! is the most amazing work 
conference I have ever attended.” 
Christine Chang, Christine Chang Photography

“engage! was definitely on my ‘bucket list’ 
and it proved absolutely priceless when it 
came to education and networking for the 
luxury market.” 
Kate Miller, Kate Miller Events

“engage! was a great way to meet new 
people, connect with dear friends and 
rub shoulders with the best of the best in 
the industry.” 
Eddie Zaratsian, tic-tock couture florals

“Innovation and inspiration from some of the top 

designers, chefs and musicians in the country is 

typical of engage! Everywhere you look, a little 

details is sparkling back at you.”

Harmony Walton, The Bridal Bar

“What engage! has created for 
our industry and instilled in us as 
professionals goes so far beyond what I 
could ever describe.” 
Catherine Hall, Catherine Hall Photography

“I don’t attend every conference out there.  I choose 

carefully. The engage! events are lovingly crafted – 

they listen to our needs as an industry and continually 

produce events that will wow us visually and most 

importantly make us better artists. This was my sixth 

engage! experience and each time I learn something 

new about myself and the work I create.” 

Kristy Rice, Momental Designs

“This is without question, the paramount wedding 

summit in the world.  This conference is world-class, 

with innovative and pioneering steadfastness, they 

are taking the attendees of this conference to a 

stratosphere that no other conference could ever 

deliver or ever has delivered.” 

Jo-Anne Brown, Celebrations Ltd.

“One of the things I love the most about engage! is 

that it is a true snapshot of where the luxury wedding 

industry is.  This means that any themes that emerge 

during engage! are organic and represent what the 

wedding professionals working in this segment really 

are seeing and dealing with.” 

Liene Stevens, Think Splendid
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“If you are in the business of weddings, 
and serious about taking your business to 
the next level, and have never been to an 
engage, you must plan on attending in the 
near future” 
Cassandre Snyder, Cassandre Snyder Events

“I took away so much from the talented 
people at engage! and am now more 
driven and motivated than ever to turn 
SMP into the best that it can possibly be!” 
Abby Larson, Style Me Pretty

“engage! is addicting, inspiring, 
enlightening and just plain old fun!  When 
you put all the best in the business in 
one place – well the party is always just 
beginning!” 
Kerrie Underhill, Platinum Events by Kerrie

“engage! is a ‘luxury wedding business summit’ for 

wedding professionals in the luxe wedding market...

but I rather refer to it as the ‘best networking/hangout 

experience’ I’ve ever had when it comes to investing in 

my personal continuing education.” 

Eliesa Johnson, photojen inc.

“The creativity and sheer talent swirling 
around this event is seriously palpable.” 
Erin Leppard, Style Me Pretty
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